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a b s t r a c t

Employing different energy carrier networks in connection with distributed renewable energy genera-
tion is an attractive way to improve energy sustainability in urban areas. An effective option to increase
local renewable energy production is to convert surplus electricity into e.g. thermal energy. Here
a methodology to study such multi-carrier urban energy systems is presented which enables to analyze
spatial energy demand and supply, and spatial energy flows. The results indicate that in a northern
midsized city wind power coupled both to an electric grid and a district heating network could raise the
allowable wind capacity over the non-heat case by 40e200%. In an Asian megacity dominated by cooling
demand, employing dispatched local photovoltaics and tri-generation could cover even beyond 30% of all
energy demand and lead to major carbon emission reductions.

� 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Climate change and energy security are among the central
factors that will shape the energy systems world-wide. The built
environment stands for close to half of all energy use and emis-
sions, and hence this sector will be of central importance for finding
solutions to the grand challenges ahead [1]. In industrialized
countries 80% and globally 50e60% of the carbon emissions need to
be cut by 2050 [2]. Much of the necessary changes to meet these
goals in urban context will come through new and renewable
energy technologies combined with energy efficiency. For example,
the European Union foresees that all new houses from year 2020
onwards could be almost emission free and incorporating on-site
renewable energy production [3]. In China, eco-cites with 70%
less energy demand than usual and almost carbon-free in operation
have been planned [4]. Many other such examples can be found
world-wide [5,6].

Finding sustainable energy solutions for urban regions is also
important due to the rapidurbanization of the developingworld. Half
of theworld’s population is now living in cities, but thismay increase
up to 70% by 2050 [7]; in the industrialized countries this share may
then exceed 85%. This shift will put high pressure on energy demand
and how to satisfy it in an environmentally benign way.
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There are a range of well-known sustainable energy technology
options for urban regions ranging from local renewable energy
utilization to more efficient fuel use such as co-generation [6]. Solar
energy, bothasa thermalandanelectric option, iswell suitable for the
built environment. In particular building integrated solar photovol-
taics (BIPV) is a highly promising urban energy option requiring
hardly any new infrastructures and offering synergies with building
components. Considering the fast growing PV market and declining
prices could leadtoamajorenergy impact [8,9]. Contrary to fuelbased
energy production, renewable electricity, in particular intermittent
sources,mayrequiremoreadvancedbalancingoptions, consideration
of the inherently lower power density, and management of highly
dispersed production capacity. Such requirements could bemetwith
smart grids or networks [10]. From a resource point of view, the
adequacy of local renewable sources may be a less critical factor: for
example in Manila with one of the highest population densities
(w25m2/cap), highly integrated future BIPV systems (h¼ 20%) could
produce electricityup to10MWh/capwhichexceedsbymore thanan
order ofmagnitude the average electricity demand (0.6MWh/yr) [1].

The objective of this study is to find more optimal sustainable
energy solutions for urban areas as a whole based on (renewable)
distributed energy production and employing intelligent energy
networks striving for high on-site generated energy share. Another
target is to employ cost-minimizing system planning baselines for
given boundary conditions. We consider here different final energy
forms (heat, cooling, electricity, fuel/gas) simultaneously as well as
their spatial transport through multi-carrier energy networks to
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Nomenclature

cP Heat capacity (J/kg K)
C.C0 Power exchange terms (W)
d Pipe diameter (m)
DD Distance of a node from the energy interconnector (m)
E Energy production (W)
h Heat loss factor (W/m2K)
H Enthalpy (J/kg)
I Current (A)
L Length of distribution line (km)
_m Mass flow (kg/s)
p Pressure (Pa)
P Maximal power density (W)
q Power allocated for exchange (W)
Q Energy demand (W)
r Distance from city center (km)
R Resistance (U)
S Stored energy (J)
t Time (s)
T Temperature (�C)
U Voltage (V)
v Flow velocity (m/s)
Z Heat transmission limit after which the temperature

begins to rise in the pipe (W)
a Width parameter
b Time specific variable
h Efficiency
4 Power factor
r Density (kg/m3)
x Drag coefficient
f Transmission of power (W)

Abbreviations
BIPV Building integrated photovoltaics
CHP Combined heat and power
CO2 Carbon dioxide
DEGS Distributed energy generation system
DH District heating
EIN Energy interconnector node
E-to-H Electricity to heat conversion
ICT Information and communication
PV Photovoltaics
SOFC Solid oxide fuel-cell

Subscripts
a Ambient
env Environment
i, j Node (x and y coordinate)
m Load component
in Input
out Output
th Thermal
tot Total
I First-law efficiency of thermodynamics
II Second-law efficiency of thermodynamics

Superscripts
k, l Final energy forms
boiler Boiler or furnace
cool Cooling
elec Electricity
fuel Fuel
heat Heating
heat pump Heat pump
loss Losses
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cover the different energy demands in the built environment, but
we exclude the transport sector here. Conversion between different
energy carriers enables to address the energy efficiency aspect (e.g.
co-generation or tri-generation) as well.

We employ here a modeling approach inwhich the urban area is
covered by both energy consumption and production nodes con-
nected together by energy networks which enable spatial energy
flows. Active injection and extraction of energy into the networks
takes place locally, though being backed-up with a centralized
production scheme if necessary. In this way, a city turns into a highly
dynamic energy system in which local demand and supply imbal-
ances are getting better matched than in traditional more static top-
down energy systems enabling at the same time a high share of local
energy production. In addition, we incorporate intelligence (smart
networks) and advanced components to the system such as energy
storage and electricity-to-thermal conversion technologies.

The concept and modeling of urban or distributed energy and
energy networks is by no means new [11]. The literature on this
subject is ample and just some high-lights relevant to this study are
given here. In particular on the electricity side, much work on
distributed electricity production systems and their issues has been
done [12,13]. Electrical network analysis can be considered quite
standard and several methods to analyze flows are available, e.g.
GausseSeidel or NewtoneRaphson approaches to name a few [14].
On multiple energy carriers, Geidl and Andersson [15] analyzed
their interaction in adjacent networks of a few units; Dincer et al
analyzed multiple energy flows in a national energy system [16].
Studies on hydrogen often link gas to the multi-energy context
[17e19]. Smart grids linked with information and communication
technologies (ICT) are also well-known for stabilizing intermittent
production [10]. Modeling of thermal or gaseous energy flows is
typically handled by text-books [20].

Compared to the existing literature, our approach differs in some
important points: firstly, we use a whole energy system approach in
which both themacro andmicro levels are considered simultaneously
enabling a more realistic picture on the spatial interactions. Secondly,
control functions and network intelligence are incorporated, and
thirdly contrary to the previous abstract conceptual formalisms, this
study is conducted through a rigorous approach, starting from energy
flows and conversion, and ending up to an overall description of the
energysystem.Thegoalof this study is to fullyutilize thepossibilitiesof
networks to absorb power from different intermittent renewable
energy sources and to ease the shift towards a new energy economy.
When striving to view the urban energy systems as a whole and as
realistically as possible, some simplifications in themodeling approach
were necessary. For example, the electric network analysis is limited to
real power flows in radial networks to avoid large sets of non-linear
equations and thus use a single matrix operation for each intersec-
tion of the networks [13,14,21,22].

2. Energy systems with multi-carrier energy networks

2.1. General description of methodology

The energy system consists of different energy conversion and
distribution processes as illustrated in a principle scheme Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of energy chain from primary energy to energy services.

Fig. 2. Schematic picture of a generic energy node.
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Basically, primary energy is converted into useable energy forms
such as fuels, heat/cool, and electricity. Each of these final energy
commodities may be linked to an energy network for distribution
to consumers; for example electric network, district heating or
cooling networks, and gas distribution lines. Most of the secondary
energy commodities can also be converted into each other, except
low-temperature thermal energy which is viewed as the least
valuable one. Fuel to electricity, electricity to heat or cold would be
typical conversion paths in the urban or built environment context.
In the multi-carrier energy system and network approach, different
final energy forms are converted between each other, stored and
distributed optimally to satisfy the momentary demand of different
final energy forms. The energy production units can be either
centralized or decentralized close to end-use sites. In our study, the
emphasis is on distributed energy generation systemsmeaning that
electricity, heat or cool is produced and used locally, but could also
be distributed to the neighborhood through different energy
networks, if existing.

In a generic energy systemwith multi-carrier energy networks,
a single generic energy node may contain different functionalities
such as energy consumption (Q), energy production (E), storage (S)
and transmission (f) from and to neighboring energy nodes, and
for all four types of final energy forms needed (electricity, fuel, heat
and cold) including their mutual conversion (C). Fig. 2 illustrates
such a generic energy node. In practice, all these modalities may
not be found simultaneously, but just some simple combinations.
For example, it would be very rare to find energy production and
consumption in all nodes of an energy network, although various
kind of on-site distributed heat and electricity generationwill grow
in number. Also, e.g. in countries with much co-generation and
district heating in place, advanced polygeneration systems adding
cooling production and distribution capacity are emerging. Surplus
on-site electricity could in theory be converted into storable
hydrogen fuel through electrolysis and further distributed as
demonstrated in several solar-hydrogen demonstration projects,
though the techno-economic conditions for this option are not yet
clear.

Interconnecting these kinds of energy nodes with networks will
generate the spatial layout of the energy system enabling energy
flow and thus balancing energy demand and supply. Fig. 3 shows
a generic example of such a layout, in which the nodes represent
potential energy production, consumption and storage capabilities
and are connectedwith each other with an energy network for each
type of energy carrier, i.e. electric grid, thermal network (heat/cool)
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Fig. 3. Example of a generic energy system with nodes, networks and a connecting point (e.g. an electric network with load nodes and an electric transformer).
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and gas pipelines. For a local or regional energy system, connection
points to the higher energy hierarchy level may be found, called
here energy connectors. For example, in an electric grid this
corresponds to a transformer and in a district heating network to
a DH substation or heat exchanger. It should be noted that the
different energy networks may not have identical spatial coverage,
but nevertheless intersecting points may be found into which
nodes more functionalities could be embedded. An example for an
electric system is shown in Fig. 3.

Outgoing from the energy balance and energy conservation law,
and using the symbols shown in Figs. 2 and 3 wemaywrite for each
spatial node i, j (i ¼ x, j ¼ y) and a single energy carrier l at time
point t the following relation:

ElijðtÞ þ fl
ijðtÞ þ SlijðtÞ þ Cl

ijðtÞ þ C0l
ijðtÞ � Ql

ijðtÞ ¼ 0 (1)

where C and C0 terms represent the conversion of the other final
energy forms into type l and vice versa. This means that the energy
consumption (Q) at a node must be satisfied either by local
production, transmission, storage discharge or by conversion from
other energy carriers, or any combination of these. For simplicity,
we assume that the individual terms include the energy losses as
well. The energy production (E) and consumption (Q) receive
external values case by case. The storage term (S) may be positive or
negative depending if discharging or charging the storage unit,
which in turn needs a separate storage control algorithm. Here we
use a simple storage capacity dependent scheme.

If the conversion efficiencies h between the different final
energy forms are known, wemaywrite in general form for the total
conversion contribution from energy form k to l in node i, j at time t
as follows:

Cl
ijðtÞ ¼

X4
k¼1

ksl

hk/lq
k
ijðtÞ (2)

where q represents the amount of the other final energy forms
allocated for conversion into energy form l.

In reversed case, if energy carrier l is converted to the other final
energy forms k, then we have a term of drain type

C0l
ijðtÞ ¼ �

X4
k¼1

ksl

hl/kq
l
ijðtÞ (3)

It should be observed that the conversion efficiency from fuels
or electricity into heat may be close to 100% whereas conversely it
is close to 0%. Converted energy acts in the same way as produced
energy in the node.
The energy transmission term (f) from or into the node is
defined to be the difference between energy flown in to and out of
the node:

fl
ijðtÞ ¼ fl

in;ijðtÞ � fl
out;ijðtÞ (4)

Furthermore, the flow of energy between the nodes in the
network needs to be determined. For a radial network with no
loops, the energy flow can be mathematically solved through
a simple network approach, but for sophisticated geometries more
complicated mathematical approaches would be necessary. To
enable quick simulation of the whole energy system and its
networks consisting of numerous energy nodes, we assume that
the losses in the networks are small. In practice this means also that
the networks have adequate energy carrying capacity.

When the network is simple, e.g. non-looped and branched, the
power flow in the whole network can easily be determined from
the condition that each node needs to deliver all the power to the
part of the network (nodes) downstream of it. This yields for
a branch j ¼ j0

fl
out;ij0 ðtÞ ¼

Xend
i0 ¼ iþ1

fl
i0j0 ðtÞ (5)

A more detailed analysis of the different flows is described later.
The energy transmission (f) in the network is not enforced as

such but results from the instantaneous balance between energy
supply and demand as described by Eq. (1). In practice, the network
is indirectly controlled through controlling local (distributed)
energy production, consumption, conversion and storage of energy
at each node. For this purpose, a set of predetermined operational
rules, or so-called dispatching protocol, is necessary. For example,
local micro-generation or energy storage charging/discharging are
subject to certain operational rules whereas intermittent energy
production such as solar energy is less so. Also, the conversion
between the different energy forms follows predetermined control.
Irrespective of subsystem type, the following general dispatching
protocol will be followed here and in this order:

� Energy production is subtracted from energy consumption at
each node;

� Conversion to another energy formwill take place by demand;
� Energy storage is charged only at surplus situations;

In addition each subsystem will have its own set of control rules.
The spatial distributions in Eq. (1) deserve some special

consideration as this kind of data is seldom easily available. For
production (E) and storage (S) the spatial distribution is based on
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the input given which can be discrete or evenly distributed. Spatial
load (Q) is more complicated as it depends on the urban structure
[23] and is influenced by urban planning principles [24].

There are different approaches available to construct spatial
load profiles, but these vary very much in their degree of
complexity. For example, energy mapping tools are based on
Geographical Information Systems (GIS) that yield geospatial and
topological information on urban regions [25,26]. This data is then
processed further using data on building types and their age,
populations and jobs to produce spatial energy demand maps (GJ/
ha) [27,28]. Themain advantage of energymapping is a good spatial
resolution, but the method requires much work and extensive
input data which may not always be available. In addition, it
produces average energy performance values and has therefore
poor temporal resolution. For smaller sub-regions, measured utility
energy consumption data could be available e.g. through SCADA
(Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition) monitoring systems
and in the future even from individual buildings when smart-
metering gets popular [29]. Spatial electric demand analysis is
often linked with load forecasting [30].

If geospatial or temporal data is not available, one may employ
a simplified method to generate spatiotemporal load data. Empir-
ical observations namely show that the energy demand often peaks
at urban poles and decays towards the outskirts [23]. The radial
load density (MW/km2) thus peaks at a point rm measured from the
city center (r ¼ 0) and it can be defined through an exponentially
decaying function typically used for urban activity densities [23].
Radial profiles can be transformed to cartesian coordinates (x, y)
when observing that r2 ¼ x2 þ y2. The load can be sectorally
composed of office/services, manufacturing and household areas,
and the total load at each node is the sum of these three compo-
nents. We may easily add a temporal component to such a spatial
profile. The load profile takes then the following mathematical
form:

Qlðr; tÞ ¼
Xn
m¼1

Ql
mðrÞblmðtÞ ¼

Xn
m¼1

Plme
�amðr�rmÞ2bmðtÞ (6)

where Ql (r, t) is the spatial load of energy type l composed of
different load components (m), P is the maximal power density of
specific load, a is a width parameter and b is a normalization
function accounting for the time-variations in the specific load
components.

The total load is easily available data, and it is used for
normalizing Eq. (6), i.e. integrating over area and time we have
from Eq. (6)

Zt0
0

Zr0
0

Xn
m¼1

Ql
mðrÞblmðtÞ2prdrdt ¼ Ql

tot (7)

where t0 is the time interval, and r0 is the radius of the city. In order
to capture some of the spatial variability, a separate random
perturbation was also used. It generates uniformly distributed
deviation from Eq. (6) between desired intervals, e.g.�20% of mean
load, for each of multiple nodes, so that the perturbations sum up to
zero over a large area.
2.2. Flow of different energy forms (f-terms)

Describing the energy flow in the network in more detail
requires taking into account the physical characteristics of the final
energy form in question. In the next, we shortly explain the
approach used here. Basically, the energy flow in the network, i.e.
between the nodes, is determined by the conservation type of laws.
For electricity, the flow of electric energy in a grid over a node i0,
j0 is governed by Kirchhoff’s law and accordingly the sum of all
currents to a certain node from adjacent nodes is summed to zero

Xi0þ1

i¼i0�1

isi0

Xj0þ1

j¼j0�1

jsj0

Iij¼U�1
Xi0þ1

i¼i0�1

isi0

Xj0þ1

j¼j0�1

jsj0

felec
ij ¼0 (8)

where U stands for voltage and felec for transmitted electric power.
Multiplying Kirchhoff’s current law with a common voltage U at
each node gives the energy conservation law for electric energy
using power as variable.

For fuel or chemical energy in gaseous form, e.g. natural gas, the
conservation law at a node can be written as a mass flow law:

Xi0þ1

i¼i0�1

isi0

Xj0þ1

j¼j0�1

jsj0

ffuel
ij ¼H

Xi0þ1

i¼i0�1

isi0

Xj0þ1

j¼j0�1

jsj0

_mij¼0 (9)

where H is the specific enthalpy of the gas and _m is the mass flow
rate.

For thermal energy, a double piping system is oftenused inwhich
incoming and outgoing pipes are separated with a temperature
differenceDT. Thepiping system is insulated tominimize heat loss. If
theheat losses are small compared to the temperature difference,DT
is almost constant. In this case, we may write for each node:

Xi0þ1

i¼i0�1

isi0

Xj0þ1

j¼j0�1

jsj0

fheat
ij ¼cpDT

Xi0þ1

i¼i0�1

isi0

Xj0þ1

j¼j0�1

jsj0

_mij¼0 (10)

where cp is the heat capacity of circulating thermal medium, e.g.
water.

In each network there are restrictions for transmission power. In
an electrical network this means restrictions on current; restric-
tions in terms of voltage are neglected here, but normally the
voltage needs to be kept within a certain value range. With district
heating and natural gas flow the power restrictions are written as
mass flow restrictions for each pipe line.

The logic of constructing the network or connecting the nodes
together deserves some more explanation as it is an important task
both from a technical (e.g. losses, flexibility) and economical point
of view. Here, we approach the energy network issue by trying to
minimize the total length whenever possible while serving energy
to all nodes, which should lead to lower costs. However, in practice
networks may not be that optimal as they evolve over time starting
with a small network which then expands as demand grows, not
necessarily leading to a global cost minimum. Therefore, the
network generating principle employed here is more or less
indicative to provide a satisfactory economical and technical solu-
tion, but ensuring at the same time that customers are provided
with the necessary energy. In the next, the approach used in the
study is explained in more detail.
2.3. Network generating algorithm

To cover a large spatial area with multiple energy usage nodes
connected to energy network structures, a generic network
generating algorithm was developed. The algorithm connects
multiple nodes with a single radial network. The nodes are in an
aligned grid and one node is chosen to be the connection node
linking the local network to the next level in the energy hierarchy
(e.g. distribution network to transmission network or transformer;
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the thermal network to a heat exchanger or thermal plant; gas
network to a compressor). The algorithm is based on connecting
each node to one of its closest neighboring nodes. Each node in this
grid has thus 2, 3 or 4 neighbors. The neighbor nodes are sorted by
the distance from the energy connector node.

If choosing the neighbor with shortest distance from the energy
connector (first in the distance list), a network topology such as in
Fig. 4a is obtained. Choosing the second one in the list yields Fig.4b
as a result which also demonstrates a stronger large-trunk layout
configuration for which reason this option is preferred here. The
total cable length needed in a radial network set-upwould be about
the same in both cases. Some exceptions and randomness need
though be added here to avoid logical errors when equidistance
nodes appear in the list. It should also be noticed that there may be
several different network layouts that may satisfy approximately
the same lowest investment costs.

The general algorithm described above needs the following
steps to create a full network:

1) A matrix with n by m of nodes is created in rectangular order
with no interconnections;

2) An energy interconnector node (EIN) is chosen either manually
or randomly;

3) For each node, a list of neighboring nodes (2, 3 or 4 nodes) is
done;

4) The Pythagorean distance DD of each node from node EIN is
calculated;

5) The lists of neighboring nodes are rearranged into distance lists
according to increasing distance DD;

6) The node is connected to the neighboring node that is on 2nd
place in the distance list to yield a stronger network stem;

7) If the first and second nodes in the list have the same DD, then
the connection is selected randomly between these two;

8) If the second and the third nodes in the distance have the same
DD, then the node is connected to the first nodes in the list with
the shortest DD;

With this procedure each node in the network gets a connection
totheenergy interconnectornodeEIN. It shouldbeobserved that the
topologies of the different energy networks may be quite different,
though providing the corresponding energy service to each node. In
practice, the choice of the entry point (energy interconnector node)
will influence much the resulting geometry of the network.

The above method generates a radial network with a big trunk
layout in which each node or customer is connected to the
substation through one path only. This provides the least upfront
cost option in most cases. In practice, network branches may be
Energy interconnector 

Energy network 

a b

i,j i,j

Fig. 4. Generating a general energy network (a): each node is connected to a neigh-
boring node closest to the energy connection node; (b) each node is connected to
a neighboring node second closest to the energy connection node.
mutually connected or looped to increase overall delivery reliability
[2]. In urban environments the true topology may be influenced by
other infrastructure conditions or limitations.

The generic energy network design described above and shown
in Fig. 4 can be replaced by a real network design in the model if
such data is available. The shortest-distance approach used for
unknown or limited-data cases is basically a good starting-point as
it leads to minimizing the network costs. The network geometry
used here describes single-path power flow typical for large-trunk
and multi-branch networks. However, in electric networks looped
systems are also used to enable two flow paths which may be
important for power quality and power factor considerations. The
present model, though mainly designed for a non-looped system,
allows to handle a few simple loops iteratively, e.g. when con-
necting two branches. In such a case, we need to add a power
transmission term Df through a connection cable into Eq (1).
Assuming two branches (i and j) having n and m nodes and about
the same unit resistance (U/km), we may write in general form

Df ¼ 1
nþm

0
@Xm

j¼1

fout;j�
Xn
i¼1

fout;i

1
A (11)

where fout is the downstream power transmitted through a node
defined in Eq. (5). Observe that after calculation Df it needs to be
added to (or subtracted from) each node in the branch. Eq. (11)
resembles the so-called breakpoint-method in which looped
networks can be converted into radial networks by creating
breakpoints in the loop and injecting current at such end nodes
[43]. Most of the electric networks in North America are single-path
type whereas in Europe looped systems are more common [31]. For
example, the 110 kV power line in Helsinki is a 2-loop system.
Solving complicated N-loop networks would require more
sophisticated mathematical solution methods such as the
NewtoneRaphson method [12].

2.4. Network characteristics

The structure and technical characteristics of different types of
energy networks are well-known and therefore just a short
summary of aspects relevant to this work is given here.

Starting with the electricity network, its structure is highly
hierarchic ranging from high-voltage (>100 kV) and high-power
long-distance transmission carrying up to several GWs of power
to local distribution. Our focus is mainly on a regional and local
level (typical load 10e100 MW) where medium voltage levels
(10e70 kV) are used from which the end-users then draw low-
voltage power (400 V). Each voltage stepping requires a trans-
former which adds to costs. To carry power, each voltage level will
also require a specific cable characterized often by the resistance
value; a low valuemeans good carrying capacity and low losses. For

medium voltages
R
L
< 1 U/km and for high-voltage an order of

magnitude lower would be typical. Anticipating future growth in
demand leads often to investing in better cables. The cable losses

per unit length equal to felec
loss ¼ RI2 and these are subtracted from

the transmission power (f). The average transmission and distri-
bution losses world-wide are 8.8%, but large regional variations can
be found, e.g. from 3.7% in Finland to 18.3% in Brazil [32]. On a local
level, the losses may vary even more. When calculating the energy
flow in thewhole networkwe assume negligible voltage losses (dU/
dL ¼ RI w 0 (Rw0 and U ¼ constant) which eliminates the need of
numerical iterations. The power factor (4) of electricity need not be
considered in our approach and can be assumed constant.

Gas and thermal energy networks share much the same kind of
hierarchy as above. A natural gas network is characterized by



Table 1
Summary of input data for the cases.

Helsinki Shanghai

Site and load characteristics
Location (deg N) 60 31
Population (million) 0.58 23
City area (km2) 215 5643
Density of pop. (1000/km2) 2.7 3e40
Average ambient temperature (�C) 5.6 16.1
PV output (kWh/yr per kWp) 835 980
Electricity demand (TWh/yr) 4.4 84
Heating demand (TWh/yr) 6.6 24 (est)
Cooling demand (TWh/yr) 1 47 (est)
Peak electricity demand (GW) 0.81 16
Peak heat demand (GW) 2.5 20
Carbon emissions (tCO2/cap) 5.5 8.1
GDP per capita (USD 1000) 68 11
GDP growth (%) 2 (est) 9.9

Sustainable energy cases with multi-carrier options
Central CHP (thermal storage) X
Decentralized co-generation X
Centralized wind power X
Distributed photovoltaics X
Electrical vehicles (virtual storage) X X
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separate pressure areas; often transmission pressure> 200 bar and
distribution around 30e55 bar could be typical [33]. Both the pipe
diameter (d) and pressure (p) influence the power transmission
capacity. The trunk of gas network has large diameter (w1e1.5 m)
pipes and could carry gas equivalent to tens of GWs. The gas
network consists of one line only. The losses of a gas line would
mainly come from maintaining the pressure through the
compressors which adds a major parasitic loss. The pressure loss in

the gas pipeline is equal to Dp ¼ 1
2
xrv2 [34] from which we can

calculate the loss as floss ¼ 1
4
pd2vDp; x is drag coefficient, v is flow

velocity, and r is gas density. The losses in a gas pipe network e.g.
due to parasitic energy needs may come up to 10% of the delivered
gas energy contents, but depend very much on the network length.
For high-capacity long-distance transmission, losses can be
reduced down to 1.25% per 1000 km [35].

A thermal network, e.g. in district heating/cooling systems,
consists of a feed and return line. The feed-in temperature is
typically between 70 and 120 �C depending on the ambient
temperature and load [36]. Temperature difference between the
forward and return line can be 40e60 �C (pressurized). The diam-
eter of a thermal pipe can be up to 1e1.5 m. When using a thermal
network to deliver cold energy, the forward temperatures are
around 2e5 �C and often generated in parallel with heat production
through a sorption/adsorption heat pump, e.g. in co-generation or
polygeneration plants, or circulating cold sea water. For a thermal
network, the losses per unit length of pipeline take form
fheat
loss ðTÞ ¼ pdhðT � TaÞ, where h is the heat loss factor and d pipe

diameter. Thermal pipe losses are typically around 10% [37] of the
delivered thermal power, but depend very much on the network
length, piping insulation and ambient temperature.

2.5. Modeling of network losses

Losses in electric network are modeled to represent ohmic
losses in conductors and are given as a function of transmission
power with formula felec

loss ¼ Rlinef
2
=U2. The resistance divided by

voltage squared is normalized according to literature to yield
accurate transmission losses [32]. The thermal network experi-
ences losses due to thermal conduction to the soil, but also from
pumping. From literature [33] we can deduce that pumping losses
can be neglected from power system point of view and concentrate
on thermal efficiency of the network. District heating systemworks
in small load situations by altering the flow. If the flow cannot be
reasonably increased, then the power is raised by increasing the
temperature of the inlet flow. The heat losses for the thermal
network are represented with a piecewise formula as follows:

fheat
loss ¼

(
f0; 0 � fheat < Z

athf
heat; Z � fheat (12)

wheref0 is a constant thermal lossdue to constant temperatureflow,
Z is the power transmission limit inwhich the temperature begins to
rice and ath is a rate constant linked to thermal power losses. The
exact parameter values in Eq. (12) are found from the literature.

Another loss mechanism, which is worthwhile mentioning,
relates to energy quality losses when converting between different
energy carriers, in particular heat and power. These so-called
second-law-of-thermodynamics or exergy losses describe reduc-
tions in the ability of energy to do work due to the conversion
processes [37]. Though the first-law-of-thermodynamics or energy
conversion efficiency may be very high, e.g. when converting gas or
electricity into heat, the exergy losses may nevertheless be
considerable which is a positive indication for possible improve-
ments in the conversion technology.
For example, if gas and electricity are converted into heat in
a boiler, the exergy efficiency is defined by [37]

hboilerII ¼ hI

�
1� Tenv

Ttask

��
1� Tenv

Tboiler

��1

(13)

where Tenv ¼ environmental temperature, Ttask ¼ task temperature
(e.g. heating hot water or space), Tboiler ¼ boiler resistor or furnace
temperature, hI ¼ energy conversion efficiency of the boiler.

For a high-class boiler at typical operational conditions
(Tenv ¼ 283 K, Ttask ¼ 295 K, Tboiler ¼ 1300 K) hboilerII z5%
(hboilerI z100%) which indicates major energy quality losses.
However, if using the same quantity of high-quality input energy
for an engine-driven heat pump that enables a high COP
(hheat pump

I z300� 400%), the second-law efficiency is now modi-
fied into

hheat pump
II ¼ hI

�
1� Tenv

Ttask

�
(14)

and

hheat pump
II z16%

As a result of a higher second-law efficiency, the amount of
high-quality energy input needed can be reduced to produce the
same amount of low-quality energy output (e.g. heat) as with a low
hI. This is demonstrated later in Chapter 4.1 when combining wind
power and heat pumps. However, the final benefits from a higher hII
will also depend on the transfer capacities and renewable energy
production profiles which require a dynamic simulation instead of
a static calculation that was shown above.
3. Case studies and input data

To demonstrate the methodology for achieving a high sustain-
ability in urban environments, two quite different cities relying
strongly on fossil fuels were chosen for more detailed analyses,
namely a northern medium-sized city Helsinki in Finland and
a southern megacity Shanghai in China. Some key input charac-
teristics of these cities are listed in Table 1.

Helsinki’s energy demand originates mainly from heat and
electricity demand with a minor cooling need during the high
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summer. The city has a well-established district heating network
covering 92% of the heat load and it also employs co-generation
based on natural gas (50%) and coal (50%) to produce most of the
final energy needed. Whereas in Shanghai, cooling and electricity
are the dominant components with some minor heat demand, in
particular for hot water and heating in the winter season. Coal
covers over 70% of the electricity production, and during peak
season electricity is also imported from outside. Future energy
options include increased use of natural gas.

A common challenge for both cities is to reduce their CO2
emissions from energy production through more sustainable
energy solutions. Outgoing from the present energy infrastructures
available and local energy resources, we considered the following
strategies to reduce emissions (see also Table 1):

e Helsinki: centralized renewable energy production (wind
power) and centralized co-generation with district heating;

e Shanghai: distributed renewable energy (PV in buildings) and
local on-site co-generation.

In addition to these basic energy concepts, a multi-carrier aspect
was added to potentially increase the clean energy share by
allowing electricity-to-heat, but also electricity-to-vehicle (virtual
electricity storage) conversion. These options become highly rele-
vant as soon as the local electricity production exceed the demand
and allow shifting occasional overproduction into heat and
mobility. Therefore, to investigate the effectiveness of these strat-
egies, high shares of renewable electricity is considered more in
detail in the next Chapter.
Fig. 5. Spatial distribution of electricity (top) and heating (bottom) demand in Helsinki (left:
MW/km2. The energy networks are shown in black lines.
Next step was to generate spatial and temporal energy demand
distributions and the energy grids. To allow a sensible analysis over
a large area, the grids are simplified and in the reference case
energy production is also highly centralized. These inputs are
shown for Helsinki in Figs. 5 and 6 where both an electric and
a thermal energy network exist. From Fig. 5 we see that the city
center has the highest energy demand density, or in average
7e8 MW/km2 for electricity which is about 2e3 times higher than
in the outskirts, during peak time even higher. For heating, we have
close to 10 MW/km2 in the city center. The centralized co-
generation units in the reference case are located at the cross-
sections of the main horizontal and vertical trunk lines. From
Fig. 6 we see that the seasonal variation of heating is much higher
than for electricity; peak heat and electricity demands are 322% and
151% of the average load, respectively.

The corresponding energy demand distributions and the energy
grids for Shanghai are shown in Figs. 7 and 8. As expected, the
power density in the highly-dense city is now much higher than in
Helsinki. For example, the electricity demand is in average around
400 MW/km2, but drops over two orders of magnitude in the
periphery due to the large dimensions of the city. Cooling comes
close to 300 MW/km2, but the cooling peak exceeds by a factor of
two the electricity peak (excl. electricity for cooling and heating).
Heating demand comes to almost 150 MW/km2 in the central area.
The seasonal fluctuation of electricity demand (excl. cooling) is
almost negligible, but in cooling the differences are very high as
expected from the climatic conditions. It should be observed that
the cooling demand was calculated assuming an air-conditioning
unit with average COP of 2, i.e. the electricity needed for cooling
average, right: peak demand). Spatial resolution is 1 km � 1 km and power density is in



Fig. 6. Total hourly temporal distribution of heating demand (left) and electricity (right) in Helsinki over one year.
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is obtained by dividing the numbers in Fig. 8 (bottom, left) by 2.
Around 40e45% of the heating demand is covered by electricity.

4. Results

4.1. Helsinki city with large-scale wind schemes

In Helsinki case, we analyze a major off-shore wind power park
integrated to the city energy systems. The connecting points are in
the southern district facing the sea (point A or B in Fig. 5). There
may be several points to connect such an installation, but here we
restrict only to the shorter distance alternatives as the possibilities
for constructing major high-voltage lines in urban context is often
limited. Table 2 summarizes the different cases and their results.

First logical option considered is to connect the wind plants to
the first possible point in the grid shown as square “A” in Fig. 5
which is also the end point of a major trunk line. The maximum
power channel at this point would be 101 MW and heat network
could absorb up to 35 MW of thermal energy. If the electricity-to-
heat conversion is spread also to the downstream of point A
(upstream direction is not possible due to power saturation already
with 101 MW wind power), the amount of extra wind could be
raised to 153 MW (i.e. 52% increase). Thus, the electricity-to-heat
conversion could enable 35e52% more wind power compared to
the non-heat use case.

The complexity of the renewable integration issue is demon-
strated when considering a secondary connection point “B” in Fig. 5
which is closer to the main junction of electric trunk lines and
would allow as such 319 MWof wind power to be connected. Also,
this point is in the immediate vicinity of the junction point of the
heat and electric network and electricity-to-heat solution could
add up to 1070 MW. The extra heat production peaks at 769 MW
and total wind-to-heat energy adds up 754 GWh. Spreading the
conversion option more downstream helps by another 10 MW of
installed capacity. Here, the wind-to-heat optionwould mean 240%
more wind power. In addition to point “B” there is another “sweet
spot” at the junction point of thermal and electric network, the
point “C”. Without conversion these points can accept 609 MW of
wind capacity in total and with conversion to heat 1943 MW. The
peak of heat power is 1367MWand accumulates to 1293 GWh heat
per year.

If a heat pump were used (COP ¼ 3), the wind capacity could be
reduced while keeping the share of wind-to-heat the same as
above. For example, in the Point A case, the wind capacity would
then drop by 8e23 MW from the values shown in Table 2.

Electricity-to-vehicle strategies have also been suggested to
provide a sink to larger amounts of variable renewable electricity in
the grid [38]. Charging electrical vehicles (EV) would act as an extra
load in the same way as the heat pumps above. To assess this
option, we analyzed the following high-penetration EV-case in
connection with wind power: The EV fleet consists of 100,000 cars
(ca 1/3 of all cars in Helsinki) distributed over the city according to
purpose, the unit charging power of cars at working places is
limited to 20% and at homes to 50% of the total fleet charging peak
of 370 MW (max 3.7 kW per EV). This would reduce the wind
power peak by 25 MW and absorb 20 GWh of electricity per year.
Compared to the electricity-to-heat options described earlier, even
major electrification of mobility brings clearly a lower impact than
the thermal options.

The results show here that when moving from the city
periphery closer to stronghold points in the grid or to optimal
thermal-electric network junction points, more variable renewable
capacity can be integrated into the energy system. The above cases
demonstrate a major increase of sustainable electricity production
when employing the electricity-to-heat route. Point A corresponds
to 7.7% of the yearly electricity use in Helsinki, B to 38.6% and the
“B&C” case to 71.6%. When scaled to all final energy use (heat and
electricity), the percentages are 3.3%, 22.4% and 40.4%, respectively.

The above analysis illustrates a static case, and in reality the
energy system is continuously under change. The model developed
lends itself for a step-to-step analysis and the yearly values were
derived in such a way. However, a thorough dynamic optimization
was outside the scope of this paper, but a few notes on the transient
situation are given here.

Firstly, with large amounts of variable wind and using
electricity-to-heat conversion, the CHP plants would need to
provide the necessary flexibility. Accounting for the thermal
capacity of the district heating network and adding more thermal
storage capacity could solve possible bottle-neck situations and
also allow smoother operation of the CHP plant. For example,
a typical on-ground insulated water tank of 20,000 m3 used in CHP
plants corresponds to a thermal capacity of 1.2 GWh. With a 6-h
cycle this turns into a 200 MW thermal power level.

Secondly, one may question the economic rationale of con-
verting electricity to heat which has a much lower energy quality
value and hence a lower economic value as well. The economics of
conversion is actually determined by the marginal production costs
of electricity and heat. With increasing share of wind of all elec-
tricity and during high-wind winter period, the marginal cost of
electricity in Scandinavia may drop close to zero [39]. Whereas for
heat, which is typically locally produced, the marginal price is not
sensitive to the wind power variability. In the winter, the demand
for heat is high which tends to increase fuel prices in general.
Therefore, converting surplus wind electricity into heat may find



Fig. 7. Spatial distribution of electricity in metropolitan Shanghai (left) and in city center (right). Top: average conditions; Middle: peak conditions; Bottom: peak cooling demand
(left) and PV density when covering 100% of electricity (right). Spatial resolution is in kilometers and power density is in MW/km2. The energy networks are shown as white lines.
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economic justification. This would allow higher shares of wind
power in the energy system, which in turn could increase the share
of wind in electricity end-use as well, in particular during off-peak
wind conditions.

4.2. Shanghai city with large-scale distributed solar photovoltaics
and tri-generation schemes

Shanghai represents a quite different case than Helsinki. Here
we consider very large distributed PV and micro-cogeneration
schemes. In the reference case without any PV, all electricity is
imported to the city through the base node, e.g. by huge central
power plants in its vicinity. Electricity stands for 44% of the heat
load (either heat pumps or radiators), 8% is met by gas, and the
remaining with other means (e.g. oil and coal) [30]. 82% of the
cooling demand is satisfied with electricity (vapor compressor
based air-conditioning) and 4% by gas [40]. This was the starting
point for analyzing the PV and tri-generation schemes described in
Table 3.

Based on the load profile of Shanghai, the self-use limit of
electricity, i.e. when production equals consumption, sets an upper
limit of 19.3 GWp to the PV power installed (Case A in Table 3)
which would be huge capacity corresponding to half of world-wide
PV in use in 2010. Increasing PV to 150% of the self-use limit, which



Fig. 8. Total hourly temporal distribution of electricity (top, left), electricity without cooling and electric heating (top, right), cooling (bottom, left) and heating (bottom, right)
demand in Shanghai over one year.
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produces a surplus equal to 1% of the yearly electricity use of
Shanghai, all that surplus could be used locally in the electric
heating systems (Case B). However, the spatial power flow analysis
reveals, that maximum transmission capacity could be exceeded by
up to 80% in some parts of the city outskirts, which could be
eliminated by rearranging 0.5% of the PV capacity closer to the city
center.

Next we added in Case B gas-driven tri-generation schemes to
the city center (5 km � 5 km) to provide higher spatial power
density at maximum load points, but also to produce hot and
chilled water and power concurrently (cases C, D). Absorption
Table 2
Influence of electricity-to-heat (E-to-H) conversion and grid connection point on accessi

Conversion strategy and grid
connection point of wind power

Max. wind
capacity (MW)

Peak of
(MW) a
annual

Wind power at Point A (Fig. 5)
No E-to-H conversion 101 e

E-to-H at Point A 135 35/0
E-to-H spread downstream of A 153 53/9

Wind power at Point B (Fig. 5)
No E-to-H conversion 319 e

E-to-H at Point B 1070 769/7
E-to-H spread downstream of B 1080 779/7

Wind power at Points B & C (Fig. 5)
No E-to-H conversion 609 e

E-to-H at Points B & C 1943 1367/1

a Conversion of wind electricity to heat is by electric resistance with an conversion ef
cooling technology, e.g. with medium temperature SOFC fuel-cell
co-generation, was employed as the basic tri-generation system
here (efficiencies: gas to heat 40%, gas to electricity 40% and heat
to cooling 70%) [41,42]. The tri-generation system is operated in
such a way that heating and cooling demand is satisfied first and
electric power output is then adjusted accordingly within the
efficiency limits shown. As thermal and electric energy production
is coupled in a tri-generation system, PV capacity may need to be
adjusted accordingly to avoid surplus electricity production. The
share of tri-generation in heating and cooling demand was varied
from 25% to 50% shown in Table 3. We observe that such a system
ble wind power capacity in Helsinki case.

wind heat
nd total
(GWh)

Share of wind
power of electricity
(%/a)

Share of wind power
of heat (%/a)a

5.3 e

.27 7.0 0.037

.6 7.7 0.15

16.7 e

54 38.5 11.4
70 38.6 11.8

31.7 e

293 71.6 19.6

ficiency of 100%.



Table 3
Shanghai with different distributed PV and tri-cogeneration schemes.

Scheme PV GWp PV share
of electricitya, %

Tri-generation
GW (el)

DEGS share of
electricityb, %

DEGS share
of energyc, %

A. PV limited to 100% of self-use of electricity 19.3 21 e 21 18
B. PV limited to 150% of self-use of electricity 28.6 31 e 31 27
C. Tri-generation covers 25% of cooling and

heating demand in city center þ PV
16.0 18 3.7 28 28

D. Tri-generation 50% þ PV 9.3 11 7.3 31 32

a Includes also the electricity used for cooling.
b DEGS ¼ PV þ tri-generation.
c Energy includes heating, cooling and electricity.
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combination could cover up to one third of all energy (excl.
transport) of Shanghai compared to the PV-only options which
reach at most a quarter of the total energy. Moreover, the high
fuel-efficiency of tri-generation combined with solar photovoltaics
would lead to major CO2 emission reductions: if we assume as
a reference system coal-based power (0.9 tCO2/MWh) and gas-
based heating (0.2 tCO2/MWh), the Case D would lead to 38%
lower emissions.
5. Conclusions

In this paper we have analyzed sustainable energy solutions for
urban areas employing distributed energy generation options and
intelligent energy networks. Our approach is based on viewing the
city simultaneously as a platform for local energy production and
a sink of energy. Cities are well networked through electric grids,
but sometimes also by thermal networks, allowing major spatial
energy flow throughout the city to compensate for imbalances in
supply and demand of energy. The methodology used is applicable
for generic multi-carrier energy solutions, but we focused here
mainly on electricity and thermal energy.

The multi-energy approach enables considering electrical and
thermal energy production and usage simultaneously which eases
to integrate larger amounts of variable renewable electricity
compared to an electric-only grid connection. In case of Helsinki,
a medium-sized northern city, a large wind power scheme was
considered. The city has both a well-established electrical and
district heating network covering the whole city area, but the
power transmission limitations, in spite of the high-quality grid,
would restrict the amount of wind power to around from 101 to
609 MW (5%e32% of the yearly electricity demand) depending on
the entry point of wind power into the electric grid. The amount
of wind power could typically be increased by 40%e200% from
these reference cases by adding the electricity-to-heat conversion
option to allow turning surplus wind power into heat and utilizing
the district heat network to deliver thewind heat to the consumers.
In the best case found, over 70% of all electricity in Helsinki could
originate from wind power which is almost 20 times more than in
the most conservative and worst case.

In the second case study, Shanghai, a southern megacity, a fully
distributed renewable electricity (PV) and tri-generation scheme
was considered. Limiting the PV power capacity to the self-use of
electricity demand of the city, would enable 19,300 MWp of
photovoltaics which represents 21% of the annual electricity
demand. This number could be increased through electricity-to-
thermal energy conversion. An interesting option was to combine
distributed PV and tri-generation systems. Here we found that even
beyond 30% of all electricity and of all energy in Shanghai could be
covered through such an advanced arrangement without breaking
the self-use limitation. If these systems replaced coal as the main
energy source, the emission reductions would correspond to
29 MtCO2 per year.
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